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COMPLEXITY AND UNSOLVABILITY PROPERTIES OF NILPOTENCY*
I. R. HENTZEL" AND D. POKRASS JACOBS$
Abstract. A nonassociative algebra is nilpotent if there is some n such that the product of any n
elements, no matter how they are associated, is zero. Several related, but more general, notions are left
nilpotency, solvability, local nilpotency, and nillity. First the complexity of several decision problems for
these properties is examined. In finite-dimensional algebras over a finite field it is shown that solvability
and nilpotency can be decided in polynomial time. Over Q, nilpotency can be decided in polynomial time,
while the algorithm for testing solvability uses a polynomial number of arithmetic operations, but is not
polynomial time. Also presented is a polynomial time probabilistic algorithm for deciding left nillity. Then
a problem involving algebras given by generators and relations is considered and shown to be NP-complete.
Finally, a relation between local left nilpotency and a set of natural numbers that is 1-complete for the class
1-I2 in the arithmetic hierarchy of recursion theory is demonstrated.
Key words, nonassociative algebra, nilpotent, solvable, NP-complete, power associative, arithmetic
hierarchy, recursively enumerable, recursive, 1-complete
AMS(MOS) subject classifications. 68Q25, 68Q15, 17A99, 03D55
1. Introduction. A nonassociative algebra (or simply an algebra) over a field F is
a set A together with two binary operations, and /, such that (A, /) is a vector space
over F,
(1) x* (y+z) =x* y+x* z,
(2) (y+z), x=y, x+z, x,
(3) a(x * y) (ax) * y x * (ay)
for all x, y, z A, and a F. The operation * is not necessarily associative. Throughout
this paper we shall suppress the by writing, for example, xy instead of x y.
If B and C are arbitrary sets in a nonassociative algebra A, then by BC we usually
mean the subspace spanned by all elements in {bclb B, c C}.
For each integer n -> 1 let us denote by A the subspace spanned by all products
of n (not necessarily distinct) elements in A, in all (1/n)(2,n_-2) associations. Let us
now define A()= A>= Ata= A. We then define, for each n => 1,
A(n+l) A(n)A(n) A<n+l> A<n>A + AA<n>, Atn+l] AAIn
It is clear that the A and A<n> are descending chains of ideals, the AIn] is a descending
chain of left ideals, and the ACn is a descending chain of subalgebras.
If for some n, A" {0}, we say A is nilpotent. In this case, the minimal such n for
which A is zero is the index of nilpotency. If AIn]= {0}, A is left nilpotent, and if
ACn ={0}, A is solvable. (The reader will note that, unfortunately, in this paper
"solvability" carries two quite different meanings, one being the above algebraic
definition and the other being from logic.) The index of left nilpotency and index of
solvability are defined in an analogous manner to the index of nilpotency. It is easy
to see that for all => 1
Ai) A[i] A
* Received by the editors January 20, 1988’ accepted for publication (in revised form) March 9, 1989.
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NILPOTENCY PROPERTIES 33
and so nilpotency implies left nilpotency, which implies solvability. It is also easy to
show that for each i_-> 1,
(4) A2’-’_ A Ai.
The second containment in (4) follows by induction on since A<> A<->A + AA
Ai-A+AA- A. The first containment in (4), namely A2’-’_ A<, is also obtained
by induction on i. When i= 1, in fact, equality holds. Assuming we have
for some >- 1, consider now any x A:’. Then x is a linear combination of a finite
number of products pq where p s A and q At, for some s and in which s + 2i.
Either s _-> 2
-
or t_>-2
-
In the first case, we have pq ASA c A2’-IA A<OA
In the second case we have pq AA<i>
_
A<i+>, and hence A2’ _.c A(i+1, completing the
proof.
An algebra is called power associative if each element generates an associative
subalgebra. In such an algebra we say an element x is nil if there exists some k,
depending on x, such that xk= 0. A power associative algebra is called nil if each
member is nil. This is equivalent to saying that the subalgebra generated by x is
nilpotent. Note that in power associative algebras, nillity is implied by solvability, and
hence by nilpotency and left nilpotency.
Nilpotency and its related properties are important to the theory of algebras, since
the radical of an algebra, under suitable conditions, is nilpotent. These properties have
received thorough mathematical investigation.
The theory of complexity has been applied to both associative and nonassociative
algebras [4], [9]. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the complexity and degree
of unsolvability of certain questions about nilpotency. Our paper is organized so that
the computationally easier questions are studied first. For example, the next section
deals with questions about finite-dimensional algebras that can be answered by
algorithms performing a number of operations polynomial in the dimension of the
algebra. We then consider a probabilistic approach to nillity and nilpotency. The next
section deals with an NP-complete question. Finally, our last section classifies an
unsolvable problem by proving it to be 1-complete for the class 1-I2 in the arithmetic
hierarchy of recursion theory.
2. Polynomially answerable questions. In this section all algebras are assumed to
be finite-dimensional over a fixed field F. We assume that F is either a finite field or
is Q, the field of rationals.
Given a finite-dimensional algebra A over F, multiplication on A is usually
described by specifying a basis v, , v and then giving a table that gives the product
of any two basis elements. The table consists of all 8k such that vv k= kVk. The
tk’S are called structure constants. Given these, the multiplication of two vectors from
A can be computed by applying laws (1), (2), and (3) to arbitrary linear combinations
of the basis vectors.
Each instance of an n-dimensional algebra is therefore encoded by a sequence of
n 3 constants. In the case of an algebra over Q we assume that the rational constants
are given as pairs of relatively prime integers. Now let P be an algorithm for solving
a decision problem for finite-dimensional algebras encoded in this way. If x is a string
that encodes an algebra.we let ]x] denote the length of x. Usually the complexity of P
is measured as a function T(n), indicating the maximum running time of P over all
encodings of length n. Initially, in the algorithms described in Theorems 1 and 2 below,
we deviate from this approach in two ways.
First, for the two algorithms that follow, we measure their running times as a
function of the dimension of the algebra A. Note that for algebras over a finite field,
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34 I. R. HENTZEL AND D. POKRASS JACOBS
Ixl is always O(rt 3) where n is the dimension of the algebra that x encodes. However
for Q this is not true since arbitrarily long strings can encode algebras of the same
dimension.
Second, we initially calculate the running time of an algorithm by estimating the
number of arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division)
that occur in F. We caution that this is somewhat misleading since, as we will see,
over Q it is possible for an algorithm to perform only a polynomial number of
operations, and yet require an exponential amount of time as a function of its input
length. However when we use the term polynomial time we use it in its usual sense
and we will carefully distinguish between a polynomial time algorithm and one for
which merely the number of arithmetic operations is polynomial.
Let us now make the following observations. If vi and v are basis elements of an
n-dimensional algebra, and/3 F, then computing vivj takes n multiplications in F.
If w is an arbitrary vector, say w Y.= avi, then multiplying vw Y= avvi takes
n
2
multiplications and at most n 2 additions, and so O(n 2) operations in all. Finally,
if u=Y av and w=fl.jv. are arbitrary vectors then uw== aviw takes O(n 3)
arithmetic operations. It follows that, in general, k arbitrary vectors can be multiplied,
regardless of the association, by using O((k-1)n3) operations.
The algorithm described below will serve as a template throughout this section.
THEOREM 1. Solvability of an n-dimensional algebra A can be decided using O( n6)
arithmetic operations.
Proof Assume A is solvable. Then if A(;) {0} we must have A(+) properly
contained in A) and so dim (A(+)) < dim (A().). Hence an n-dimensional algebra is
solvable if and only if A(n+)= {0}. The following algorithm computes a basis B for
A(n+). As the loop finishes each iteration for 2,. ., n + 1, a basis for A() has been
found.
Initialize B to the basis for A.
fori:= 2 to n+
(1) Let C ={bb’lb and b’ B}.
(2) Redefine B to be a basis for the span of C.
Note step (1) in the loop involves at most n 2 multiplications of arbitrary vectors. Since
each such vector multiplication takes O( n 3) operations, step 1 takes O( n 5) operations.
In step (2) the basis for C can be found by reducing an m x n matrix, where m-<_ n 2,
to row canonical form. This can be done with O(n4) operations, and so step (1)
dominates the loop. Since the loop iterates n times, the algorithm performs O(n6)
operations.
THEOREM 2. Nilpotency of an n-dimensional algebra can be decided in O(n)
operations.
Proof By relation (4), an algebra is nilpotent if and only if A= {0} for some i.
By a dimensionality argument similar to the one used in the case of solvability, it
suffices to compute a basis B for A+. An algorithm to compute B can be obtained
from the previous algorithm by replacing its step (1) with
(1) Let C {bvi, vblb B}
where the v are assumed to be the original basis elements of A. The construction of
C involves the multiplication of at most 2n vectors. This time, however, the multiplica-
tion involves a full vector b with a basis element v, a process taking only O(n2) field
operations and so constructing C takes O(n4). The remainder of the analysis is similar
to that of the previous algorithm. 13
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NILPOTENCY PROPERTIES 35
There are some important distinctions between the two algorithms presented so
far. First, the algorithm of Theorem 1 can be easily modified to compute the index of
solvability of A. Indeed the algorithm need only check for the first for which C is
zero. On the other hand, while the algorithm of Theorem 2 can be modified in a similar
way to detect the minimal for which A= {0}, it apparently cannot tell the minimal
for which A= {0}.
A second distinction between the two algorithms concerns their computational
complexity. As noted earlier, for finite fields the length of an input string x is always
O(n3) where n is the dimension of the algebra that x encodes. Furthermore, for a
finite field the operations each are bounded by a constant amount of time. Since the
algorithms of Theorems 1 and 2 are dominated by the time spent performing arithmetic
operations, Theorem 3 follows.
THEOREM 3. Over a finite field, nilpotency and solvability can be decided in poly-
nomial time. In the latter case, the index ofsolvability can also be calculated in polynomial
time.
Let us now consider what happens in the above algorithms when F Q. In the
first algorithm, testing for solvability is performed by repeatedly "squaring" the sub-
algebra A(, n times. Since squaring a number (represented in base 2, say) approxi-
mately doubles the length of its representation, structure constants of length k can
produce coefficients of about length k2". The following simple examples illustrate this.
For a given n, consider the n-dimensional algebra with basis v, v2,’", v, where
vv 2v with all other products zero. The first algorithm is easily seen to experience
exponential growth since the encodings of its numbers become exponentially long.
Next, consider the algorithm of Theorem 2. We will prove that for F= Q its
complexity is bounded by a polynomial in the length of its input. However first let us
make the following simplifying observation. IfA is an algebra having structure constants
{6Ok} and 0 c Q, define A to be the algebra with the same basis, but having structure
constants {C60k}. It is easy to show that A is nilpotent if and only if Ac is nilpotent.
Consequently, by multiplying all structure constants of A by a common multiple of
their denominators, we achieve an algebra A in which all structure constants are
integers. If x is a string which encodes A and x is a string encoding A, then we have
[x =< Ix[, and so there is no loss in assuming all algebras have integer structure contents.
If w is a vector in an algebra over Q with basis {v v,}, and w=" nvgi=1
where the F are integers, let us agree that
 ll- max {lil}, the largest absolute value
of the coefficients.
LEMMA 1. Let A be an n-dimensional algebra over Q with integer structure constants
{0} and let rn =max {[[}. Let be the product of 1 factors, each a basis element.
Then
Proof This follows immediately from two observations" First, for each basis
element vi, [Ivill=l. Second, for arbitrary vector u and w we have
THEOR 4. For finite-dimensional algebras over Q, nilpotency can be decided in
polynomial time.
Proof We claim that the algorithm of Theorem 2 runs in time polynomial in its
input length when F Q. Let A be an algebra represented by a string x. If A has
dimension n, then n <Ix]. By the observation above we may assume all structure
constants of A are integers. Let max be the largest absolute value of all such integers.
The algorithm repeatedly executes steps (1) and (2), n < Ix[ times. Therefore it suffices
to show each of these steps requires only a polynomial in Ix[ amount of time. Note
that the members of C in step (1) are all products of at most n + basis elements. By
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36 I. R. HENTZEL AND D. POKRASS JACOBS
Lemma 1 .the absolute value of their coefficients are bounded by tl 2n max and hence
have length
O(log (n2n maxn)) O(n log (n)/ n log (max)) <- O(]x]2).
Note that step (2) need not change the values of coefficients. It can be accomplished
by selecting a maximal linearly independent subset of C. This can be done by consider-
ing the members of C as rows and forming the matrix of all such rows. We then reduce
this matrix to a "row canonical form," but without interchanging any rows. The nonzero
rows that remain will be a basis for the row space. Moreover the original rows
corresponding to these nonzero rows will also be a basis. This requires applying
Gaussian elimination to an m x n matrix, where m <2n2, and all coefficients have
length O(Ix12). Now, we can show there exists a polynomial p(m, n, s) of three variables
such that any m x n matrix with rational coefficients all of length less than or equal
to s can be reduced in time p(m, n, s). Hence our step (2) can be performed in time
roughly p(2n2, n, ]x]2), which is bounded by a polynomial in ]x].
Note that the index of left nilpotency can be computed by replacing step (1) from
Theorem 1 with
(1) Let C={vblb B}.
By an argument identical to that of Theorem 4 we have Theorem 5.
TIaEORE 5. Over either afinitefield or Q, left nilpotency can be decided in polynomial
time and the index of left nilpotency can be computed in polynomial time.
Recall that the O(n) algorithm of Theorem 2 decided nilpotency, but it did not
compute the the index of nilpotency. For some additional running time, we can also
compute the index.
THEOREM 6. Over either afinitefield or Q, the index ofnilpotency ofan n-dimensional
algebra can be computed with O(n7) operations and in polynomial time.
Proof. We construct a list of sets B1, B2,’’ ", B+I where each Bi is a basis for
Ai. The algorithm will successively calculate Bi using the previously calculated Bj’s
where j < i.
Initialize B1 to the basis for A.
for i:= 2 to n/l
(1) Find all products in B1Bi-1, BEBi-2, Bi-IBI
(2) Find a basis Bi for all these vectors.
(3) If B {0} then exit.
Here BjBk means the finite set of vectors formed by multiplying each member of Bj
by a member of Bk. Step (1) involves at most n- 1 products BjBk each calculable in
O(n 5) operations, and so it takes O(n6) operations. Step (2) involves reducing at most
tl vectors to a basis and can be done in O(n5) operations. The loop iterates at most
n times and so the algorithm needs only O(tl7) operations. Finally, the argument that
the algorithm runs in polynomial time, even over Q, is similar to the argument of
Theorem 4.
3. Nillity, left nillity, and a prolalfilistic approach. In this section we consider
algorithms for deciding nillity. Recall that our definition of a nil algebra applied only
to power associative algebras. Suppose we are given a power associative algebra, and
we wish to decide if it is nil. Note that in an n-dimensional power associative algebra,
an element x is nil if and only if x+1 0. For if x is nil, then it generates an associative
nilpotent finite-dimensional subalgebra, and its index of nilpotency is at most n + 1.
It follows that xn+l= 0. A remarkable theorem by Dedkov, however, states that if A
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NILPOTENCY PROPERTIES 37
is any finite-dimensional power associative algebra over a field of characteristic not
equal to 2, 3, or 5, having a nil basis, then A is nil [2]. This leads to an efficient test
for nillity" For each basis member x, merely check if xn/= 0.
What is the best way to compute xn+? If x is an arbitrary vector, then it is most
efficient to compute a power of x by repeated squarings"
2X2, X X
since only about log (n) squarings are required, each taking O(n3) arithmetic
operations. However, if x is a basis element, then it is slightly faster to compute x"+
using the formula
x"+’= x(. x(x(xx)) ).
Here each multiplication involves a vector with a basis element, an O(n2) operation’.
Since there are n such operations, the cost is O(n3), rather than log (n)n 3. Finally,
since there are n basis elements to consider, we have Theorem 7.
THEOREM 7. In an n.dimensional power associative algebra over any field having
characteristic not equal to 2, 3, 5 nillity can be tested with O(n4) arithmetic operations.
Recall that an alternative algebra is one that satisfies the identities
(5) (xx)y-x(xy) =0,
(6) (yx)x-y(xx) =0
for all x and y. These algebras form an important generalization of associative algebras.
Although alternative algebras are not in general associative, the subalgebra generated
by any two elements is associative 10]. This implies that alternative algebras are power
associative, and therefore it is meaningful to speak of alternative nil algebras. If A is
an alternative (or, in particular, an associative) finite-dimensional nil algebra, then A
is nilpotent 10]. This property, namely that nil finite-dimensional algebras are nilpotent,
also holds for many other classes of algebras including Jordan algebras over fields of
characteristic not equal to two and others (see [10], [8]).
In associative algebras the concepts of solvable, left nilpotent, and nilpotent, are
obviously equivalent. However, as a matter of note, in alternative rings, the concepts
of nilpotent and left nilpotent are equivalent, but there exist solvable alternative rings
(which cannot be regarded as finite-dimensional algebras) that are not nilpotent [3].
It follows from Theorem 7 that for alternative algebras, Jordan algebras, and the
like, after ruling out a few bad characteristics, testing nilpotency takes O(n4) arithmetic
operations, an improvement over the O(n5) method of Theorem 2.
Unfortunately, when we are presented with an algebra, we do not know that it is
alternative or power associative, and so we cannot necessarily use Dedkov’s result.
The property of alternativity can be checked efficiently since it involves only two
defining identities of fixed size. But power associativity seems hard to check since it
says that for every x and for every k, all associations of k x’s are equal.
Let us therefore reformulate the concept of nil so that its definition does not
depend on power associativity. For any x, define Xtl]’- X and for -> 1 define X[i+I]’-
xxti. We now will call an n-dimensional algebra left nil if for each x e A, we have
xC"+ 0. It is clear that when A is power associative the notion of left nil coincides
with nil.
Assume now that A is any n-dimensional algebra over Q with basis {vi}, i=
1,..., n. We wish to decide if A is left nil. Since A may not be power associative, we
cannot rely on Dedkov’s result. The problem, therefore, appears hard. In the remainder
of this section we will demonstrate an efficient Monte Carlo algorithm.
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38 I. R. HENTZEL AND D. POKRASS JACOBS
(7)
We first consider the identity
x"+ x( (x(xx)) o.
This equation holding for all x is equivalent to A being left nil. Now let a,..., an
be indeterminates and let us write x i= aivi to stand for a generic element in A.
We replace x in (7) by i= aivi, and multiply the expression. Using the structure
constants for A, we can simplify this to an expression of the form Yi=l 7-ivy. Here each
7-i is a degree n + polynomial in the variables eel,..., ten, with each term having
some combination of n + 1 a’s and a coefficient in Q. The algebra A is then left nil if
and only if each polynomial 7-i is zero.
Note that the monomials of a’s in each 7-i are those we would obtain were
we to simplify, using commutativity and associativity, the multivariate polynomial
(al +" "+ a,)n+ This polynomial has 2nn+) distinct terms. Therefore, explicitly con-
structing the polynomials 7-i in the manner described above, in order to decide left
nillity, is not efficient. Instead, we describe how’ each 7-i can be shown to be probably zero.
LEMMA 2. Let 7" be a polynomial over Q in n variables, c > O, and let I be a subset
of Q for which [II >-- c. deg (7"). Then if 7" is not identically zero, the number of elements
in I which are ,zeros of 7- is at most c-llI .
Proof See Corollary 1 of [11, p. 702] for the proof. Iq
Using the technique of Schwartz [11], we arrive at a probabilistic algorithm for
deciding if a polynomial 7- is identically zero as follows: First choose I to be any set
of elements from Q of cardinality 2 deg (7-) 2(n + 1). We then select a random n-tuple
Y (Y, ",Yn) from I I . x/, assign each Yi to ai, and then evaluate a polynomial
7". This procedure is repeated at most N times. If any of the evaluations produces a
nonzero result, then 7" is not identically zero. On the other hand, if all evaluations are
zero, then by Lemma 2, with c 2, 7" is identically zero with probability at least 1 -2-u.
In our situation, we really are interested in deciding if all n ofthe ’i’s are identically
zero. Hence we apply the above algorithm to each 7"i. After selecting a random n-tuple
Y (Yl, ",Yn) we can evaluate 7"(Yl, , Yn) as follows. Let x "=1 yv. Now form
the sequence
X, X[2] X[n+l]
Then 7"(y,..., Yn) is the coefficient of vi in xt"+J. This is done up to N times for
each 7"i. If any one of the evaluations is nonzero, then (7) fails and the algorithm is
terminated. Otherwise, each 7" is identically zero with probability at least 1-2-u.
Now let e > 0 be some fixed small number (say 2-40o). For a given algebra of
dimension n, we choose N> log (n/e). We then test for left nillity in the manner
described above. If no nonzero vector is found for the 7-i’s then each 7-i is nonzero with
probability at most 2-u. The probability, therefore, that at least one of the 7"’s is
nonzero is at most n/2 u. By choice of N this is less than e.
Each of the N evaluations takes n multiplications of n-dimensional vectors, where
each multiplication takes about O(n3) operations. Hence for each 7"i, only O(N. n4)
or O(log(n)n4) operations are required. This is done for each 7"i, so altogether
O(log (n)n 5) operations are required. Finally, this algorithm runs in polynomial time.
The argument is straightforward and uses Lemma 1. Theorem 8 follows.
THEOREM 8. In an n-dimensional algebra over Q left nillity can be decided prob-
abilistically in polynomial time using O(log (n)n) operations.
4. An NP-complete problem. In this section we briefly consider the complexity of
problems involving algebras described by generators and relations. We assume in this
section our algebras are associative. Let G- {a,. , an} be a finite set of generators.
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NILPOTENCY PROPERTIES 39
Let W be a set of finite sequences of elements of G. That is, W consists of (associative)
words on G. We let ASC (G, W) denote the associative algebra generated by G subject
to the relations
(1) For all we W, w-0.
(2) For each any product containing two ai’s is zero.
It is clear that ASC (G, W) is nilpotent since the product of any n + 1 generators must
contain two ai’s for some i. Moreover, ASC (G, W) is a finite-dimensional algebra
since it is spanned by all words of length n + or less. Let G* denote the set of strings
over G. Now consider the following decision problem, which we call ASC:
INSTANCE. A finite set G, a finite set of relations W G* as above, and a positive
integer k.
QUESTION. Is the index of nilpotency of ASC (G, W) greater than k?
THEOREM 9. ASC is NP-complete.
Proof. It is clear that ASC is in NP since answering yes requires finding a sequence
of k + 1 distinct generators, no subsequence of which is zero by the relations imposed
by W. Recall that the problem DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN PATH asks, for a given
directed graph, whether there exists a path which visits each vertex exactly once. This
problem is NP-complete [5]. We now transform DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN PATH
to ASC. Let D V, E) be a directed graph with n vertices. We map this to an instance
ofASC in which G V, W {aa (aaj) is not E }, and k n. It is then straightforward
to verify that the algebra has index of nilpotency greater than k if and only if the
directed graph has a Hamiltonian path.
5. Unsolvability and local left nilpotency. In recursion theory the arithmetic
hierarchy is defined as follows. Let Eo be the class of all recursive subsets of natural
numbers. For n-> 1, En is the class of all sets that are A-recursively enumerable for
some A En-1. That is, a set B is a member of Zn if there is an oracle program that
can enumerate all members of B by making queries of the form "n A?," for some
set A Xn-1. For each n we also define the class of complements IIn {N A[A
(See [1] or [12].)
Recall that a reducibility is a transitive reflexive binary relation. An important
example is 1-reducibility, a relation on the class of subsets of the natural numbers. If
A and B are sets of natural numbers we say A is 1-reducible to B (written A
--<1 B) if
there exists a 1.1 recursive (i.e., computable) function f on N such that n A if and
only if f(n) B. If F is a class of sets we say that B is 1-complete for F if B F and
A
--<1 B for all A F. The purpose of this section is to describe a 1-complete set for
the class H2 and explain its connection to nilpotence.
For the remainder of this section we assume that F is a fixed field, either finite or
countably infinite. If F is infinite we assume that its elements and operations can be
described effectively. That is, we assume that there is a 1-1 correspondence that encodes
the elements of F with the natural numbers, and there exists an algorithm (on the
encoded elements) to compute each field operation. Clearly, a finite extension of Q
has this property. From here on, we shall identify a member of F with the number
that encodes it.
Next, let g be any 1-1 onto recursive function from N to the set of all finite
sequences in F:
g(m)=(ao," ", an), aiF.
Also let (x, y) be any recursive 1-1 onto map from N x N to N for which x, y _-< (x, y).
(For example, (x, y)= 2’(2y + 1)- 1 will do.) The maps g and (x, y) are thought to be
fixed.
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Let us now fix a countably infinite set of indeterminates V {vi}, 0, 1,. , to
serve as a basis for the vector space A over F of all linear combinations of finitely
many vi’s. Let f be a partial recursive function on N. Then f defines a partial function
from V V to A in the following way. For each and j .for which f((i,j)) is defined
we may let
(8) vv
k=l
where g(f((i,j)))= (Cro,.’’, ,or,). This mapping is not necessarily 1-1. For example, if
g(ml) (a, ), g(mE) (a,/3, 0), (il,j) m, (iE,jE) mE, then v,,vj, v2vj2. If f is
recursive, this defines a multiplication table for an infinite-dimensional algebra with
basis V.
We call an algebra with basis V computable if it can be obtained from some
recursive function f in the above manner. Note that for multiplication to be defined
on all pairs of basis elements it is necessary that f be recursive and not just partial
recursive. We shall write Ay for this algebra.
Now let bo, b,. be a standard numbering of the partial recursive functions
on N. (Each bi is the partial recursive function computed by the ith Turing machine.)
We write b,(j)’ to mean b,(j) is undefined, and we write b,(j)$ to mean it is defined.
Also, we write bn.(j)$ to mean that the nth Turing machine computes bn(j) in less
than or equal to steps.
An algebra is called locally left nilpotent (lln) if every finitely generated subalgebra
is left nilpotent. That is, for each subalgebra B generated by a finite set, there exists
a k, depending on B, such that XI(X2( (Xk_lXk) )) 0 for all xi B. We now define
LLN { n lb is recursive and A6,, is lln}.
Our goal is to classify LLN in terms of the arithmetic hierarchy.
Let W(X1, X2,’", Xt) be a nonassociative word involving variables, and let
f--b be a partial recursive function. Since f may not be recursive, we must clarify
what we mean by the product of v’s computed by f:
(9) W(v,, v2," v,).
The word (9) is expanded in the usual way by starting with the innermost pairs of v’s
and applying equation (8). Whenever a product
i=0 =0
must be computed, (8) is only applied to numbers (i, j), 0 and O. This procedure
defines a partial mapping that we call the product computed by f. We now formally
define the number of computational steps taken by f to compute the product (9). If
deg (W) 1, then f requires zero steps to compute (9). If deg (W) 2 then (9) is of
the form v vi2, and the number of steps f requires is the number of steps the nth Turing
machine requires to compute b((il, i2)). For deg (W)> 2, we write (9) as
R (vii, vi:," ", vi,) S(vi,, vi2," ", vi,).
Assume R(ve, v: v,) is defined and equal to Y" ...,i=0 aivi, and S(vi, ve, vi,) is
defined and equal to Yjo/3jv. Then the number of steps required by f to compute (9)
is the sum of the number of steps to compute R(vi,, vi:,’", vi,) plus the number of
steps to compute S(vi,, v2,..., v,) plus the number of steps to compute vv for all
ai O and/3.0.
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Given these formal definitions we now define a predicate P(n, k, m) on N x N x N
as follows.
There is some t, 2<=t<=m, such that each right associated product
vil(vi2(. (vi,_,v,). )), where all ij =< k, is (1) computed by , in at most rn steps
and (2) equals zero.
Note that since there are only a finite number of such left associated products to check,
P(n, k, m) is a recursive predicate.
LEMMA 3. LLN {n Ifor all k, there exists an m, such that P(n, k, m)}.
Proof. Let n LLN and set f= ,. Then f is recursive and Ay is locally left
nilpotent. Let k be given. Let B
_
Ay be the subalgebra generated by Vo,’", Vk. By
assumption, B is left nilpotent. This implies Btt]= {0} for some t. Consider all left
associated products having factors from {Vo,"" ", Vk}. Each can be computed by f
in a finite number of steps. Define rn to be the largest of all such numbers. Then
P(n, k, m) is true.
Conversely, assume n is a member of the right side of the equality. We claim
n LLN. First note that f= is recursive: for any k we may find and j such that
k=(i,j). By assumption, there exists an rn such that P(k,m,n). Hence
v(v(... (vvj)...)), since i, j =< k. This implies f(k),. Second, we claim Ar is lln. For
let B
_
Af be the subalgebra generated by bl, , br. Each b is a linear combination
of finitely many vi’s. Let k be the largest such subscript. Let B1 be generated by
Vo,’", Vk. Then B__. B1. Since P(k, m, n) for some m, B1 is lln. Hence B is lln
also. El
THEOREM 10. LLN is 1-complete for 1-I2.
Proof. To prove this it suffices to show (1) LLN II2, and (2) A _-< LLN for some
set A already known to be 1-complete for II2. By a well-known characterization of the
arithmetic hierarchy (see [1]), a set is in II2 if it can be written in the form
{n Ifor all y, there exists a z, P(n, y, z)}
where P is a recursive predicate. By Lemma 3, LLN I/2. Now let TOT= {nl,, is
recursive}. It is known that TOT is 1-complete for II2. We will show TOT-<1 LLN,
which will finish the proof. For each n N define the algebra R so that for all i, j
0 if ,.j(i),
) V
v+j otherwise.
That is, vvs is zero if the nth Turing machine halts, within j steps, with input i.
Otherwise, viv is v/. Clearly, each R is a computable algebra. It is also clear we
have a 1-1 recursive map n F(n) such that for each n N, R. A6.,,. It now suffices
to show that n TOT if and only if F(n) LLN (i.e., R is locally left nilpotent).
Assume first that n TOT so that is recursive. Let {x} be a finite set of elements
from R. We claim this set generates a left nilpotent subalgebra. Each x is a finite
linear combination of v’s. Let s be the greatest subscript in all such linear combinations.
Then it suffices to show that the subalgebra generated by {vl," ’, v.} is left nilpotent.
Since b, is recursive we may choose large enough so that
,,t (0),, &,,t (1),[,"" ",(n,t(S)$.
Now consider any left associated product of t+ 1 elements among {Vo,’’ ", v.}, say
vi,+(v,. (vi(v). ). If the right factor is not zero the product becomes vi,/, v where
k j= ij >- and i,+1 -s. Then b,,(i,+1)$ and so the final product is zero. This shows
R, is locally left nilpotent.
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Conversely, assume n is not a member of TOT (i.e., bn is not recursive). By
assumption on n, there exists an such that hn,j(i)’ for all j. Then any left associated
product in R, of vi’s is vt.i. Hence, R, is not locally left nilpotent.
6. Summary and further work. The theme of this paper was to consider one idea
from nonassociative algebra, nilpotency, and study it with various computational tools.
The ideas from 2 and 3 suggest several questions. For example, although we were
able to decide nilpotency in polynomial time, we were not able to decide solvability
in polynomial time, at least for finite-dimensional algebras over Q. Can this be done?
If not, for what classes of algebras can it be done? Of course, in the case of associative,
alternative, Jordan, etc., finite dimensionality and solvability imply nilpotency, and so
the problem is solved. But a class of algebras yielding a nontrivial algorithm would
be of interest.
In 3 we noted that in some sense the power of Theorem 7 is wasted unless there
is an efficient way to recognize the property ofpower associativity. It is easy to recognize
certain properties that imply power associativity (associativity, alternativity, etc.), but
a deeper investigation of power associativity is warranted.
Which of the decision problems in P are also in NC?
The Monte Carlo technique described in 3 seems powerful enough to handle
more general problems. For example, consider the problem in which we are given an
algebra A over Q, and an arbitrary nonassociative polynomial f: w.e wish to decide if
f is identically zero in A.
The material in 5 suggests looking for other unsolvable problems (sets) from
nonassociative algebra that are complete for various classes of the arithmetic hierarchy.
In particular, it would be nice to identify a problem from nonassociative algebra that
is 1-complete for the class of recursively enumerable sets (that is, recursively isomorphic
to the halting problem), perhaps something akin to the word problem from group theory.
Finally, a main focus of our work is on the following problem. Let us fix a variety
V of nonassociative algebras over a field F, defined by a set of defining identities. For
example, V might be the class of alternative algebras over F defined by identities (5)
and (6). For each nonassociative polynomial f we wish to decide if f is identically
zero for each algebra in V. Assuming that F can be described effectively, this problem
is decidable. If the nonassociative polynomials are encoded in a reasonable (i.e., sparse)
way, however, there does not seem to be any way to solve the problem with a polynomial
amount of space. Despite this apparent intractability, much of our work has been to
look for better ways to decide if a nonassociative polynomial f is an identity. Here
the degree off is usually small, say at most 10. This problem is quite rich in structure,
and offers good opportunity to use many interesting algorithmic and mathematical
tools including group representation theory, graph theory, and dynamic programming
(see [6], [7]).
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